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About This Game

Did you ever wonder how it was like to be on the other side of the fence?
In this zoo you can figure it out - take control over the whole area and destroy what kept you in prison for so long. Choose

between a lot of angry animals, play their role and free them to damage each and every single space in the zoo. The more you
destroy, the higher your score rises - but be aware of the zookeeper ...

Features

Quick and action-loaded gameplay

1-4 Player local couch multiplayer

Easy Controls with keyboard or gamepad

Choose between a lot of angry animals

Damage each and every single space in the zoo

You can choose from different levels e.g. Africa, Arctic, Jungle
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Title: Zoo Rampage
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ViWo Games
Publisher:
ViWo Games
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650

Storage: 1000 MB available space

English
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Way too difficult, not funny.. Bought Zoo Rampage on a whim to play local multiplayer with against a friend of mine. It was
entertaining for probably 1-2 minutes before we had seen all the game has to offer. For $10, that's just not enough.
It's a terribly imbalanced game - every round can be determined immediately by whoever is closest to the the largest
building\/group of cars. The first person to get to that gets a ton of points in the first 20 seconds and then the rest of the round is
meaningless.
The other (non-destruction) modes seem like they were never playtested even once - the soccer mode is a joke because the
players get completely stuck on each other whenever they come in contact, making it very difficult to move around.
Unfortunately, it's just a mediocre game that doesn't quite make it into the "so bad it's good" category.
I'd say skip this one unless you think 2 minutes of mild entertainment is worth $10.. This game is very entertaining, but
ridiculously short. If you can get it for $0.99, then try it out.. Good for relax, but after I played just 15 minutes thats makes me
bored so fast. Need more a few hours if you want to unlock all achievements.. If you wanna become a Zookeeper then here's
your chance to see how hard it is to stop ragin' animals.. you'll never wanna become one then, problem solved.

God damn that Zombie Giraffe.. This game is pretty fun, hopefully more maps will be added. At the moment this game is
overpriced for the gameplay it provides. You can finish this game in 20-30 minutes ...more if you want to complete this game
by getting all the achievements.. TL:DNR = If you are an achievement hunter, then buy this. Otherwise, read on...

This is what happens when zoo tycoon meets turbo dismount, but without much of the fun bits. It was fun the first time, and
admittedly the quick progression of achievements got me for a bit longer than I thought it would, but ultimately the novelty
wore off in about 30 minutes. I think if it is on sale for less than US$1 or in a bundle, then it is good. Else, you will be
disappointed. Little replay value, especially if you are like me and have less than 10% of the gamepad skills of a 12 year old (oh
and you NEED a gamepad. WASD controls are abysmal for this kind of game), and because my gamepad skills are weak I
replayed most levels several times until on one I just stopped - game stopped being fun - and maybe I will play more of it
another day, and perhaps someday finish...?

NO at $3.99
5\/10 at <$1
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Silly stupid fun, buy it on sale and play it with a game pad.. Games are very simple, small and not that impressive. While,
graphics are quite bulky. More items you destroy or people you stomp, the higher the points are going to be.

Game: 4.0/10
Graphic: 3.5/10

100% Achievement : Easy | Medium | Hard | Very Hard. After playing for half an hour and finishing the game I gotta say that
I'm dissapointed with it and I just can't recommend it.

I was not expecting much from it, but certainly more than 20 minutes of main campaign length (literally) and a bit more
challenging gameplay. There are only 5 levels and 3 or 4 bonus ones and that's it, and while playing them I unlocked 70% of the
achievements. It is extremely repetitive, you get to play with around a dozen different animals, but every animal plays exactly
the same: move with the directional pad and press A to attack. You storm around wrecking everything on your path to get a high
score. No challenges, no powerups, no unlockables, nothing. Animations are wonky and human AI is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, they keep
getting stuck everywere. Physics are nuts, having a snake sending a car flying by headbutting it and the such. Multiplayer is only
local.

As probably most of the other reviewers here did, I got my key for free from Who's Gaming Now, so I am not complaining
about the price in my particular case... but those paying 10€ for this will be extremely annoyed and surely feel scammed after
finishing everything this game has to offer in barely 30 minutes. It's ok if you get it in a bundle or for like 2€, but it is not worth
its price tag. I have played better and way more fun phone apps for less than one buck. Obviosly this is a game to enjoy with
friends having some silly time along with Singstar, but never for this price.. Fun game but it is strange that i Finished all levels in
0.3h.
Destruction zoo and the city streets is very soothing. When ViWo games add more levels (much more) then this game will be
awesome to play with friends while drinking good vodka. ;). Terrible game. It doesn't even have the depth of a $0.99 phone app,
let alone a $10 game. The game round is only 2 minutes, yet within 30 seconds the appeal wears off. There is a lot that could be
done to improve it, but whether the developer does or not remains to be seen. I would definitely pass. It is no bargain at $10 (or
$1).. Different kinds of animals you can control
+ Destroying stuff is fun

- Mediocre graphics
- Extremely short
- Small levels

[Rating: 58/100]. How do i select two player as well as 3 and 4 to play with me ?
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